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Motivation
phrase p = $(PIANO) [
  $(6:8) [ 67.e, 67.e, 67.e, 62.e, 62.e, 62.e ],
  $(6:8) [ 67.e, 67.e, 67.e, 67.h ],
  $(6:8) [ 69.e, 69.e, 69.e, 64.e, 64.e, 64.e],
];
/* 99 bottles of beer */

measure t_1 = $(6:8) [67.e, 67.e, 67.e, 62.e, 62.e, 62.e];
measure t_2 = $(6:8) [67.e, 67.e, 67.e, 67.h];
measure t_3 = $(6:8) [69.e, 69.e, 69.e, 64.e, 64.e, 64.e];
measure t_4 = $(6:8) [69.h, 0.e, 0.e, 67.e];
measure t_5 = $(6:8) [65.e, 65.e, 65.e, 62.e, 62.e, 62.e];
measure t_6 = $(6:8) [65.e, 65.e, 65.e, 65.e, 65.e, 64.e];
measure t_7 = $(6:8) [62.e, 62.e, 62.e, 62.e, 64.e, 65.e];
measure t_8 = $(6:8) [67.e, 67.e, 67.e, 67.h];

/* make phrase associated with ‘instrument’ */
phrase ph1 = $(HARP) [t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_7, t_8];
phrase ph2 = $(HARP) [ t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5, t_6, t_7, t_8 ];

/* put phrases into song, assign bpm */
song s1 = $(60) [ph1];
(play(), write()) [s1, s1];
/* 99 bottles of beer in marmalade */

int offset = 0;
int current_bottle = 99;
int next_bottle = 98;
while(offset < 98)
{
    current_bottle = current_bottle - 1;
    next_bottle = next_bottle - 1;
    (print(), print()) [ current_bottle, " bottles of beer on the wall "];
    (print(), print()) [ current_bottle, " bottles of beer. Take one down, pass it around, "];
    (print(), print()) [ next_bottle, " bottles of beer on the wall."]
    offset = offset + 1;
}
Result: **Algorithms**

```c
/* calculate nth fibonacci number */
funk int int fib(int n, int val_1, int val_2)
{
    if(n <= 2){
        return 1;
    }
    else{
        val_1 = fib(n-1, 0, 0);
        val_2 = fib(n-2, 0, 0);
        n = val_1 + val_2;
        return n;
    }
}

/* gcd algorithm */
funk int int gcd(int a, int b)
{
    while(a != b){
        if (a > b)
            { a = a - b; }
        else
            { b = b - a; }
    }
    return a;
}

(print(), print()) [gcd(30, 90), fib(10, 0, 0)];

>> ./test_gcd_fib
30
55
```
/* different instruments */
( print(), play(), print(), play() ) [ "Piano:”, $(PIANO) [t_1, t_2], “Honkytonk:”, $(HONKYTONK) [t_1, t_2] ];

/* order */
( play(), play(), play() ) [ $(PIANO) [t_1, t_2, t_3], $(PIANO) [t_3, t_1, 2], $(PIANO) [t_3, t_8, t_4] ];

/* tempo */
( play(), play(), play() ) [$(60) [ph1, ph2], $(30) [ph1, ph2], $(120) [ph1, ph2] ];

/* function application */
( play(), play(), play() ) [ph1, $transpose_phrase(ph1, 5), $transpose_measure(t_1, 7) ];
funk measure measure **transpose_measure_w**(measure m, int n, int counter, int j, note k, measure l)
{
    j = $length_measure(m);
    counter = 0;
    l = $evaluate_measure(m);

    while(counter < j)
    {
        k = l\&counter;
        l\&counter = k + n;
        counter = counter + 1;
    }

    return l;
}

funk measure measure **transpose_measure**(measure m, int n)
{
    return $transpose_measure_w(m, n, 0, 0, 44.q, $() [55.h]);
}
Overall Structure

Marmalade source code → Scanner

Parser → AST

SAST → Symbol Table

Java Code Generation → Marmac
Java Implementation

- jMusic library to implement in Java
- marmalade.jar package
  - Custom library
  - Streamline and unify function calls
Lessons Learned

• Develop core features of the language first!
  – Append/Regex
• Limited by jMusic
• Importance of team communication & starting project early
Demo Time!!

YUM!!!